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IFC-SPTF investor forum

• More than 80 investors and other key industry 
players

• Topics: Impact management and the SDGs, 
digital transformation of financial institutions, 
and advancing responsible investment in DFS

• For information: https://sptf.info/working-
groups/investors/investor-forum



Impact Measurement + Management

• Operating Principles for Impact Management

• Sign up: impactprinciples@ifc.org



Impact Measurement + Management

Two complementary approaches

➢Macro-level

➢Micro-level
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• Way for mission-driven organizations to track 
contribution to SDGs

• Operationalize the SDGs at the micro-level

• Aligned with SPI4, IRIS+, etc

• More information:

https://cerise-spm.org/en/metodd-sdg/



SPI4/ ALINUS

• Most widely used social audit tool 
in inclusive finance

• Digitalizing the Excel-based tool 
into a more user-friendly online 
application

• More information: https://cerise-
spm.org/en/alinus/ 



Smart Client Protection Certification

• Uses: set common norms and guidelines in due 
diligence; risk management; diagnostic tool

• Market context matters: structure that is more 
responsive to local conditions.

• Approach: tiered or scores by principle rather 
than pass/fail to increase transparency. 



Data Platform

• Coverage: ~700 FSPs from 70 countries, with pricing, client 
protection, social performance and financial performance 
data.

• Uses: pipeline building, due diligence, benchmarking, 
monitoring and portfolio aggregate analysis.

• Timeline: Development will be complete end-2019; website 
official launch beg-2020. 

• Subscriptions: available starting late 2019; discounts available 
for investors contributing data.

• More info: webinar for SIWG coming soon; simulations with 
individual organizations are available.



• Technology is a key driver to reach the SDGs 

• Digital financial architecture of the future is being created now

• Fintech startups aggressively targeting microfinance clients in urban 
areas

• Risk of widening the digital divide – some clients risk of being left 
out

• MF sector is complacent – from disrupter to incumbent

• MF sector lacks capacity to transform digitally and adopt technology

Responsible digital transformation of financial 

institutions
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As social investor we need to be vocal and agile if we 
want our voices to be heard.

WHY?



• Usage vs. access / inclusion vs. outcome

▫ Fintechs’ intentionality and understanding of low-income population?

▫ Digital lipsticking

▫ Clients need to be at center of the transformation from the start, solutions must 
be aligned with users’ experience

• Tech & touch

• FI – B2B fintech partnerships are a key strategy but can be challenging

• Biggest challenges in transformation relate to culture and change 
management. 

• Digital transformation is a journey - progressive process

Responsible digital transformation of financial 

institutions
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HOW?

Clear role for investors to support a responsible 
transformation process and ask the difficult questions on 
passing the benefits to customers.



• Various degree of experience among investors

• Screening portfolio for opportunities and risks posed by DFS

• Systematically integrating DFS analysis in DD

• Partnering with other investors to pool resources and expertise – e.g. 
RediLab

• Learn and exchange at the Summit on Responsible Finance Action 
in June in Nairobi

Responsible digital transformation of financial 

institutions
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What can 

investors 

do?

• IFC publication:

Digital Access: the future of financial 
inclusion in Africa



Guidelines for investing in responsible 

digital financial services 
• 10 Investor Guidelines that 

support responsible digital 
financial services

• Become a signatory

• Resources and case studies

• Responsible Finance Forum in 
October in Amsterdam



SIWG update and next events 

• Coming up:

▫ Webinars on responsible DFS - pricing (May 29) 
and data privacy

▫ Kenya meeting - Inclusive Digital Future: A 
Summit on Responsible Finance in Action (25-27 
June)

▫ Webinar on Data Platform (coming soon)

• Upcoming elections for new SIWG co-chair



Thank you to our collaborating partners! 
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Thank you to our investor organizational members! 
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